Upgrade Your Bullet® Magnet

Increase the performance of your existing Bullet® Magnet Separator with Industrial Magnetics, Inc.’s upgrade program.

New 52 MGOe rare earth magnet material, combined with advances in magnetic circuitry design, has increased the strength of our magnet over previous models.

A pull test using a 1/2” ball produces 28 lbs. of pull force. This is more than double the pull force of many of our older circuit designs. The average gauss of this magnetic circuit is 12,385. This increased strength translates into higher metal capture rates and improved retention of metal contaminants between cleanings.

How do I upgrade?

It’s easy, as the door of the Bullet housing is the only part of your existing unit that will be replaced.

When you decide to upgrade, we’ll send you a new door/magnet unit. It can be installed by simply pulling the pin from the old door’s hinge and replacing it with the new door in the same fashion.

This upgrade option is available for all IMI Bullet Magnets up to and including 5” dia. line sizes, that are built with the flat-on-flat sealing door (not available for round-to-round sealing models). The cost to upgrade your Bullet Magnet door is $3,485/unit.

For more information, please contact:
Rob Hutchison: 231.348.5702 / rhutchison@magnetics.com
Jen Barratt: 231.348.5707 / jbarratt@magnetics.com
or James Simon: 231.348.5705 / jsimon@magnetics.com

For Only $3,485.00
Substantially increase performance with an easy door upgrade.
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